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The long-term viscoelastic behavior of polymeric materials used below the glass transition temperature
(Tg) is greatly affected by physical aging. In contrast to isothermal physical aging, long-term response
under nonisothermal history has received far less attention. This paper reports experimental results and
analytical methods of long-term creep behavior of polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) subjected to complex
thermal histories in a temperature range below Tg. To characterize the effects of aging, creep tests were
performed using a dynamic mechanical analyzer (DMA). Besides the long-term data, short-term creep
tests in identical thermal conditions were also analyzed; these were utilized with effective time theory to
predict long-term response under both isothermal and nonisothermal temperature histories. The long-
term compliance after a series of temperature changes was predicted by the effective time theory using
the KAHR-ate model to obtain nonisothermal physical aging shift factors. Comparison of theoretical
predictions with experimental data shows good agreement for various thermal histories.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Long-term mechanical behavior of glassy polymers is a critical
issue for many structural applications using polymer-based mate-
rials. During their service life, the viscoelastic properties of poly-
mers can be strongly affected by physical aging, especially as
temperatures approach the glass transition temperature Tg. Hence,
the effects of physical aging on mechanical responses have received
a great deal of attention in the past several decades [1–11]. Struik
[12], McKenna [13], Tomlins [14] and other researchers [15–18]
have used creep tests of neat polymers and polymeric matrix
composites (PMCs) to experimentally determine the long term
effects of physical aging. Effective time approaches, developed by
Hopkins and Haugh [19,20], can also be used to predict long-term
behavior from short-term tests. For example, Struik [12] has shown
fairly good predictive capabilities for long-term creep response of
PVC at constant temperatures.

In recent years, investigators put forward several models in
order to describe long-term data with good accuracy for specific
materials or applications. Read and Tomlins [21–23] used
a stretched exponential function, combined with an equation of the
relaxation time over wide ranges of aging time and loading time to
represent long-term compliance; their numerical results provided
: þ1 502 852 6053.
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reasonable predictions to long-term data on polypropylene and
PVC. Arnold and White [24] compared the q concept model and the
so-called universal formula (Kohlrausch function) method (incor-
porated effective time theory) with long-term creep data in PMMA;
they reported that the universal formula method produced a satis-
factory fit, with the effects of aging being taken into account
through the use of an effective time, while the q concept model was
not very successful. Skrypnyk and co-workers [25] introduced
a constitutive model for long-term behavior of thermoplastics,
which integrates effective time theory and a generalized Schapery
model; for the material in their study, the model led to good long-
term predictions for multi-step stress loading and recovery tests.
Another constitutive model derived from the effective time concept
was proposed by Zheng and Meng [26]. The authors claimed that
this model is identical with classical effective time theory when the
aging time is sufficiently long; however, at short times, the former
is more suitable for chrono-rheologically simple materials since it
can account for the transition to the asymptotic state. This model
was used with PMC tests and the results matched the experimental
findings.

Most investigations above have attempted to develop models
based on the classical effective time theory; these approaches have
been largely focused on improving predictive abilities or calcu-
lating the long-term response for specific materials at constant or
varying stress levels. It is a remarkable fact that all of research on
long-term viscoelastic response of polymers in the literature is
conducted at isothermal conditions; this means that the material is
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quenched from a temperature above the glass transition tempera-
ture (Tg) to an test temperature T< Tg and held at this temperature
until the long-term test is complete. While isothermal long-term
physical aging has been extensively studied, long-term mechanical
properties with physical aging effects after a varying temperature
history has received far less scrutiny.

Since structures built using PMCs often undergo complicated
temperature changes in their applications for long periods, it is
necessary to develop techniques for describing and predicting long-
term effect of nonisothermal physical aging on such polymeric
materials. In this paper, we address the nonisothermal long-term
creep response and provide a prediction method for glassy poly-
mers. Experimental methodology is presented first followed by the
introduction of KAHR-ate model and the extended effective time
theory for multi-step temperature conditions. Testing results and
comparison with the model predictions are subsequently illus-
trated for PPS film; the results agree well with the presented model.
While this paper presents results for pure polymers, it is antici-
pated that this approach would also be suitable for PMCs in which
the polymer matrix, subjected to physical aging effects, is rein-
forced by an elastic phase (such as carbon or glass fibers).

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and test equipment

The material chosen for this study is 0.127 mm (5 mil) thick PPS
film (SUPEC� PPS RESIN) supplied by GE Advanced Materials as
280 mm by 216 mm sample sheets. Experimental specimens were
cut manually to be 25.4 mm long (in the load direction) and
12.7 mm wide. The PPS films are in semi-crystalline state as
received. Previous studies have shown that physical aging in semi-
crystalline polymers can occur on wide temperature ranges and
have a particularly impact on polymeric products [27–30]. Semi-
crystalline PPS has increasing applications in automotive, coatings,
electrical, electronics industry at high temperature over a pro-
longed period of time. Consequently, physical aging can exert
a significant influence on the long-term mechanical properties of
such PPS products [31]. It should be noted that the temperatures
used in this study (Tgþ 5 �C and below) are well below the melting
temperature of the PPS films; in this case, past research suggests
that the crystalline phase will remain unchanged [32] although this
has not been demonstrated by the authors in the current work. The
amorphous phase of the PPS film is subject to physical aging effects
below Tg, however; it is the change in polymer mechanical behavior
due to these effects that is observed in this study.

Uniaxial tension load was applied in the long direction during
creep tests. The value of Tg reported by the manufacturer for the PPS
film is 92 �C; this value is consistent with observations by the
authors via the tan d (loss factor) peak using an RSA3 DMA in
tension tests [33]. The long-term creep tests reported in this paper
are also performed on this equipment.

2.2. Nonisothermal long-term creep

This paper investigates long-term viscoelastic properties after
complicated thermal histories (more than one temperature jump
after quenching from T> Tg). In the current study, the material is
first headed to 5 �C above Tg and held for 5 min to erase internal
stresses (rejuvenation)1. The material is then quenched to T< Tg to
place the material in the glassy state; for the remainder of the
1 At temperature above Tg, the amorphous portion in PPS material establishes
thermodynamic equilibrium, while the crystalline portion remains crystalline.
experiment, the temperature varies in the range from Tg �65 �C to
Tg �15 �C via a series of temperature changes, including up-jumps
and down-jumps, in order to achieve complicated thermal
histories.

At the final temperature in the thermal history, characterization
of the aging state occurs using long-term creep and recovery test.
All creep tests begin 0.5 h from the instant at which the specimen
has first reached the final temperature. Creep tests are performed in
tension and generally last for at least 10 h; test details will be
presented in the next section.

The thermal histories of PPS film considered in this paper
include:

97 �C (5 �C above Tg) / 57 �C (14 h) / 73 �C
97 �C / 63 �C (14 h) / 73 �C
97 �C / 57 �C (10 h) / 67 �C (4 h) / 73 �C
97 �C / 67 �C (4 h) / 77 �C (10 h) / 73 �C
97 �C / 27 �C (12 h) / 73 �C (1 h) / 27 �C (1 h) / 73 �C
97 �C / 57 �C (4 h) / 73 �C (6 h) / 67 �C

The thermal histories above are chosen based the following
considerations:

(1) Representativeness. The temperature histories include both
up-jumps and down-jumps and consist of one-step, two-step
and three-step temperature changes after quenching in order
to form various nonisothermal conditions. The authors believe
this combination captures to some extent the variations that
might be experienced by structures in service.

(2) Temperature range. The temperatures in these thermal histo-
ries varied between room temperature (27 �C) and 15 �C below
Tg; for most of the tests, the temperature is not far from glass
transition temperature (15–35 �C below Tg) to allow the
material’s aging state to change sufficiently in the lab time scale
(w14 h for thermal treatment). Excursions to room tempera-
ture provide some consideration of the effect of aging time
spent relatively far from equilibrium.

(3) Creep test temperatures. All creep tests are performed at a final
temperature of 73 �C or 67 �C; these were chosen since
previous work by the authors has characterized the isothermal
physical aging behavior of PPS. [33] Fig. 8 of this work provides
the basis to compare long-term response under isothermal and
nonisothermal conditions.

The authors believe that these thermal histories are reasonable
for use as multiple-step temperature changes in glassy state for the
purpose of examining the KAHR-ate model capabilities for data
prediction. It must be noted that these represent only one set of
possible choices among the infinity of possibilities that could be
selected. However, based on the agreement between the data and
the model presented below, the authors believe other similar
temperature histories would lead to similar outcomes using the
KAHR-ate model.

After the thermal histories described are applied, long-term
creep tests are conducted at the final temperature attained (either
73 �C or 67 �C). It should be emphasized that long-term in this
context means that the load duration is such that the aging state
changes appreciably during the loading history (i.e. the creep tests
do not consist of short-term load steps during which the aging shift
factor remains approximately constant). One obvious difference
from isothermal creep is that the definition of the ‘‘aging time’’ is no
longer clear; in this paper, it is defined as the time elapsed since the
step to the final temperature instead of the time elapsed since
quenching from above Tg. The stress level applied to the specimens
(4.87 MPa) remains in the linear viscoelastic regions at 73 �C and



Fig. 1. Prediction of mechanical aging shift factor by KAHR-ate model for various thermal histories: (a) single temperature up jump and isothermal 73 �C; (b) multiple temperature
jumps. Experimental data are the average of three data sets of sequenced creep experiments and reference curve for nonisothermal aging shift factors is the isothermal compliance
response at 73 �C with aging time¼ 20 h.

Table 1
KAHR-ate model parameters for PPS.

Parameter z

(unitless)
b
(unitless)

q

(K�1)
c0

(unitless)
c1

(unitless)
~s (s) b

(unitless)

Value 253.817 0.919 0.255 0.633 12.422 477.289 0.092
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67 �C; details on determining linear ranges are presented else-
where [33].

3. Effective time theory

3.1. Aging shift factors and KAHR-ate model

Effective time theory describes long-term compliance via the
short-term creep response momentary master curve (MMC) and
aging shift factors ate; these relate the short-term compliance in the
aged state to that of the reference state as DðtÞjte

¼ Dref ðatetÞjteref
.

Similarly, the nonisothermal aging shift factors ate from short-term
tests need to be known in order to obtain the effective time for the
multi-step temperature histories. The KAHR-ate model, developed
by the authors [34,35], combines the KAHR [36] model of volume
recovery with a suitable linear relationship between aging shift
factors and structural shift factor regarding specific volume:

ateðadÞjT ¼
�

c0

ad

�c1

; c0; c1 > 0 (1)

where T is the temperature of mechanical loading, c0 and c1 are
temperature dependent constants, ate is physical aging shift
factor, and ad is the structural shift factor defined in the KAHR
model.

In the KAHR model, the volume recovery behavior can be
expressed by the normalized departure from equilibrium d, which
is defined by:

dðt; TÞ ¼ vðtÞ � vNðTÞ
vNðTÞ

(2)

where v and vN are instantaneous and equilibrium specific volume,
respectively. The volume response is defined in terms of the
reduced time z as:

dðzÞ ¼ �Da

Zz

0

Rðz� 2ÞdT
d2

d2; z ¼
Zt

0

dx

aT ad
; RðzÞ ¼ e�

�
z=~s
�~b

(3)
where Da¼ al�ag is the difference in coefficient of thermal
expansion between the liquid and glassy state, in this work, it is
4.0�10�4 K�1 [33], T is temperature, R(z) is a normalized retarda-
tion function (in this case expressed as a Kohlrausch stretched
exponential function using ~s and ~b), aT is the temperature shift
factor, and ad is the structural shift factor.

The shift factors aT and ad follow the exponential forms sug-
gested by the KAHR model [36] and later modified by Schultheisz
et al. [37] as:

aT ¼ exp
h
� DazebðT � TrÞ

i
; ad ¼ exp ð�zdÞ; e�b ¼ 1� x;

z ¼ ð1� xÞq
Da

(4)

where Tr is a reference temperature, q is a material constant, x is
a partition parameter (0� x� 1), b and z are material constants,
introduced to simplify the solution in the case of T¼ Tr (i.e. aT is
fixed at unity and ad is relevant to a single parameter z). This
model has been used successfully to predict specific volume
response of glassy polymers under a variety of temperature
histories [36,38,39].

The KAHR-ate model can be utilized to predict aging response
or to determine necessary model parameters from a set of aging
shift factor data. Fig. 1 depicts experimental data and horizontal
aging shift factor predictions from the KAHR-ate model over
various thermal histories [34,40,41]. The model parameters, listed
in Table 1, were identified from the three single-step temperature
up jump tests in Fig. 1(a); comparison of model predictions and
testing results on some extra temperature scenarios, including
most thermal histories for long-term creep in this paper, is shown
in Fig. 1(b). Slight vertical shifting (within�5%) was applied on the
reference curve (see the caption of Fig. 1) before calculating
horizontal aging shift factors. It is clear that the KAHR-ate model



Fig. 2. Nonisothermal aging shift rate m* for complex thermal histories, values of m*are
calculated using the predicted ate from KAHR-ate model.
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successfully characterizes nonisothermal physical aging after
several temperature jumps. Since the model coefficients were
determined from a series of single temperature jump histories,
this work demonstrates that the KAHR-ate model has the capacity
of predicting material response for more complicated thermal
conditions. Details regarding this model are available in our
previous publications [34,40].

3.2. Effective time of nonisothermal aging

3.2.1. Effective time theory
Consider an isothermal aging creep test with an initial aging

time of t0
e . At a later moment in the test, the aging time will be

t0
e þ t, where t is the time elapsed from load initiation (stress or

strain, corresponding to creep or stress relaxation, respectively).
When the testing time t approaches and exceeds the value of the
initial aging timet0

e , one would expect deviation of the long-term
creep/stress relaxation response from the momentary (i.e. short-
term) response due to the change in the material aging state. Taking
the initial aging time t0

e to be the reference aging time ðteref ¼ t0
e Þ

of the MMC, the shift factor at any instant in time can be defined
based on the shift rate m [12]:

a0
teðtÞ ¼

 
t0
e

t0
e þ t

!m

(5)

To account for the cumulative effects of aging, the effective time
increment dl corresponding to a real time increment dt is then
defined:

dl ¼ a0
teðtÞdt (6)

By integration, the total test time can be related to the effective
time, l(t):

lðtÞ ¼
Zt

0

a0
teðxÞdx (7)

Using the effective time in place of real time in the Kohlrausch
function

DðtÞ ¼ D0eðl=sÞ
b

(8)

results in a prediction of long-term creep response, where D0 is
initial compliance, s is the relaxation time, and b is the stretch
parameter of the MMC at t0

e ¼ teref .
In isothermal physical aging, the shift rate is defined as

m ¼ �d log ate=d log te; this reflects the fact that the shift factors
ate versus te form a straight line in log-log space (Fig. 1(a)).
However, in nonisothermal cases, the plot of log ate with log te is no
longer a line, thus the shift rate is not constant but a function of
time (Fig. 1). Bradshaw and Brinson [42] introduced the concept of
‘‘effective aging time’’ to account for the nonlinear aging effects
following a temperature jump. In their work, continuous aging shift
factor information under single temperature up-jump or down-
jump condition was exacted using effective time theory. This
method might be used to predict long-term response for non-
isothermal aging.

In current paper, an alternate approach is considered. During
nonisothermal physical aging, aging shift rate is denoted as m*(x),
the effective time l*(t) is given by:

ate ¼
 

t0
e

t0
e þ t

!m*ðxÞ

/l*ðtÞ ¼
Zt

0

 
t0
e

t0
e þ x

!m*ðxÞ

dx (9)
Note that m*(x) should approach the isothermal shift rate m of the
final temperature if time is long enough since the last temperature
jump.

3.2.2. Determination of m* and l*

In order to create long-term predictions, the effective time l*(t)
must first be obtained from a given shift factor data set obtained
from either a nonisothermal physical aging test or from KAHR
model predictions. One approach to determine l* would be to
evaluate the integral in Eq. (7) directly, using either ate data points
(approximated by a suitable, integrable function) or KAHR-ate

predictions of ate. Alternately, the nonisothermal aging shift rate m*

could first be evaluated based upon the ate data/prediction and then
utilized in Eq. (9). Both approaches lead to similar results; findings
utilizing the aging shift rate m* are considered to below to highlight
one aspect of the long-term test results.

The aging shift rate can be written by:

m*ðteÞ ¼ �
d log ate

d log te
; te ¼ t0

e þ t (10)

where te is the nonisothermal aging time, defined as the time
elapsed since last temperature jump, t0

e is initial aging time when
a long-term creep test starts, t is the loading time of the creep test.
Note that the shift rate m* after multiple temperature jumps is
a function of the test time t in long-term experiments. If the test
time t is long enough, m* at a distant time after the changes of
temperature should approach the isothermal shift rate miso of the
test temperature; this is equivalent to the ‘‘fading memory’’
concept, in which the material held at a single temperature long
after various temperature steps begins to act as though it were only
subjected to isothermal physical aging. Consequently, m* can be
separated into two parts as m*ðtÞ ¼ miso þ ~mðtÞ, where ~mðtÞ repre-
sents the difference of aging shift rate in isothermal and non-
isothermal conditions.

The shift rate function m*ðteÞ can be obtained from the predicted
aging shift factors or experimental data. In this study, KAHR-ate

predictions are used to determine shift rates after various
temperature histories. Once the numerical values of shift rate are
attained by Eq. (10), suitable curves are chosen to fit the shift rate
values over the loading time of creep tests for most thermal history
cases. Fig. 2 demonstrates aging shift rates for several non-
isothermal cases right after the material reaching the final
temperature (73 �C).
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Once suitable functions for m* are obtained, the effective time
was calculated using a MATLAB program. Effective time curves
versus real time for several thermal histories are shown in Fig. 3.
When the effective time has been evaluated, the long-term creep
response subjected complicated thermal history can be predicted
by Eq. (8).
Fig. 4. Long-term creep compliance curves of two thermal histories: 97 �C / 57 �C /

73 �C and 97 �C / 63 �C / 73 �C.
4. Results and discussion

4.1. Long-term creep results of nonisothermal aging

Figs. 4 and 5 depict long term creep responses for four thermal
histories. For each thermal history, test results from three replicates
are plotted. The creep tests last for at least 10 h, while the aging
time since last temperature jump is 0.5 h. It is clear that the long-
term creep compliance curves are consistent with each other under
the same experimental condition; the maximum deviation of
compliance values between any individual data set and the average
was found less than 5%, while the average deviation is less than 2%.

The long-term creep data were collected in two successive time
zones. The first time zone covers the time scale from the starting of
loading (t¼ 0) to t¼ 180 s and the second time zone is the
remainder of total loading time. Note that the creep data are evenly
distributed in real time; this is the reason that in Figs. 4 and 5, one
sees more data points near the ends of both time zones (x axis is in
logarithmic scale). The data collected in time zone 1 is considered
as the short-term response of creep (t/te� 0.1) [1,3,21,22]; this data
is utilized by the nonisothermal effective time theory for predicting
the long-term response. The whole data set of compliance curve
represents the long-term response of nonisothermal physical
aging; it will be compared with numerical results to validate the
effective time theory under complicated thermal histories.
4.2. Prediction of nonisothermal long-term creep behavior

4.2.1. Predictions for various complicated thermal histories
Once the effective time l* has been calculated, it can be used to

predict long-term response of a polymer during nonisothermal
physical aging. From the short-term creep test results
Fig. 3. Calculated effective time for several isothermal and nonisothermal conditions.
demonstrated above (compliance in time zone 1), Kohlrausch
function parameters D0, s and b were identified. Using these
parameters and effective time l* in Eq. (8), the long-term compli-
ance prediction is obtained. Figs. 6 and 7 illustrate compliance
predictions for long-term creep by using Kohlrausch function (Eq.
(8)). Parameters D0, s and b from the short-term data are listed in
Table 2. For the purpose of comparison, Kohlrausch functions in the
effective time and real time domain are shown in these two figures.
It is clear that the model predictions based effective time theory
lead to good agreement with our experimental findings in all of the
thermal histories considered. The results from original Kohlrausch
equation, which capture short time response very well, depart from
the experimental data when the loading time is long enough. (i.e.
t0
e þ t[t0

e )
In order to predict the long-term creep behavior after a non-

isothermal temperature history, one needs to first perform a short-
term test under the identical thermal condition and then obtain
Kohlrausch function parameters of the short-term compliance
curve. The aging shift factors ate in the duration of long-term test
Fig. 5. Long-term creep compliance curves of two thermal histories: 97 �C / 57 �C /

67 �C / 73 �C and 97 �C / 67 �C / 77 �C / 73 �C.



Table 2
Parameters of Kohlrausch function to fit short-term creep response.

Thermal history D0 (1/GPa) s (s) b (unitless)

97 �C / 57 �C / 73 �C 0.453 1603 0.478
97 �C / 63 �C / 73 �C 0.461 3287 0.523
97 �C / 57 �C / 67 �C / 73 �C 0.528 3176 0.469
97 �C / 67 �C / 77 �C / 73 �C 0.523 6463 0.437

Fig. 6. Long-term creep predictions by effective time theory and original Kohlrausch
function from short-term response; thermal histories: 97 �C / 57 �C / 73 �C and
97 �C / 63 �C / 73 �C.
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are predicted by the KAHR-ate model using parameters in Table 1.
These ate are with Eqs. (9) and (10) to calculate effective time l*. The
long-term compliance is finally predicted by Eq. (8) by inserting l*

and Kohlrausch function parameters D0, s and b from the short-
term test.

Fig. 8 depicts the prediction and data for a more complicated
thermal treatment: 97 �C / 27 �C (12 h) / 73 �C (1 h) / 27 �C
(1 h) / 73 �C. In this test, the specimen experienced temperature
changes in a wide range; and the creep duration was 100 h. The aim
for this investigation is to examine the capacities of nonisothermal
effective time theory when the creep process is rather long, sub-
jected to elevated varying thermal circumstances. As in Figs. 6 and 7,
the predictions made using the unaged Kohlrausch function and
with nonisothermal effective time theory using the KAHR-ate model
are plotted in Fig. 8; good agreement is obtained between the data
and the KAHR-ate model prediction. In order to demonstrate the
importance of properly assessing the aging state, Fig. 8 also contains
Fig. 7. Long-term creep predictions by effective time theory and original Kohlrausch
function from short-term response; thermal histories: 97 �C / 57 �C / 67 �C / 73 �C
and 97 �C / 67 �C / 77 �C / 73 �C.
a prediction using effective time theory under isothermal condi-
tions (i.e. Eqs. (5) and (7) using the isothermal shift rate). In
a previous publication [27], we identified the (isothermal) shift rate
m¼ 0.811 via isothermal creep tests at 73 �C. As Fig. 8 clearly
demonstrates, the predictions using isothermal effective time
theory overestimates the creep compliance after 1300 s since
loading and is in significant disagreement with test data by the end
of the test (more than 100% error). This indicates that isothermal
physical aging approaches cannot be used to predict nonisothermal
physical aging test data without significant modification. On the
other hand, the numerical result utilizing the KAHR-ate model
matches the experimental finding fairly well, with errors at 10 and
100 h since loading being 5.1% and 12.9%, respectively. Consider that
the prediction is made by using the information from the first 180 s
of this creep test and aging shift factors from KAHR-ate calculation,
this example shows good predictive abilities of nonisothermal
effective time theory.

4.2.2. Predictions with different final temperatures
The long-term creep properties discussed so far were examined

at a single temperature (73 �C) after multiple temperature steps;
this is because the KAHR-ate model parameters were developed
from tests at 73 �C following various thermal histories. Although
the model parameters were determined by single step temperature
up jumps with the identical final temperature, it is possible to
extend the predictive ability of KAHR-ate model to final tempera-
tures other than 73 �C.

In order to accomplish this, a temperature shift factor aT,d must
be introduced to allow parameters c0 and c1 to relate the predicted
ad with the aging shift factors ate at another temperature. The
reason is that the reference curve of ate is currently defined on the
non-equilibrium state of polymers, at a particular aging time and
Fig. 8. Long-term creep predictions by isothermal and nonisothermal effective time
theory and original Kohlrausch function from short-term response; thermal histories:
97 �C / 27 �C / 73 �C / 27 �C / 73 �C. Kohlrausch function parameters: D0¼ 0.460
GPa�1, s¼ 1593 s, b¼ 0.417.



Fig. 10. Long-term creep predictions by nonisothermal effective time theory and
original Kohlrausch function from short-term response; the thermal history is:
97 �C / 57 �C / 73 �C / 67 �C. Kohlrausch function parameters: D0¼ 0.432 GPa�1,
s¼ 48929 s, b¼ 0.410.
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a particular temperature; in other words, the reference curves for
ate depend on thermal histories while the temperature shift factor
aT and structural shift factor ad in the KAHR model are defined to
link the retardation time at a reference temperature Tr in equilib-
rium (d¼ 0) to the retardation time at temperature T, and d s 0.
This significant difference requires a shift factor, aT,d, which scales ad

at the reference aging times from current temperature to the
reference temperature, in order to use the model parameters
obtained from the reference temperature to predict material
response at different temperatures.

As described above, aT,d is defined as:

aT;d ¼ ad;iso

�
Tr; teref

�.
ad;iso

�
T ; teref

�
(11)

where the ad;isoðTr; teref ÞÞ is the isothermal structural shift factor at
the reference aging time teref at temperature Tr, the temperature
at which the model parameters were identified. Similarly,
ad;isoðT; teref Þ is the isothermal structural shift factor at the refer-
ence aging time at temperature T. Thus, the correlation of ate and
ad is:

ateðadÞjT ¼
 

c0

adaT;d

!c1

; constants c0; c1 > 0 (12)

The KAHR-ate model maps structural shift factor ad to aging shift
factor ate by parameters c0 and c1 at the reference temperature. The
aging temperature factor aT,d couples predicted ad and ate for
the reference curves at other temperatures and therefore enables
the model to predict aging shift factors in wider temperature
ranges. As proposed in Eq. (12), the KAHR-ate model assumes
parallel linear relationships between ad and ate in log-log space for
different final temperatures below Tg, with parameter c1 being the
slope of these straight lines and c0/aT,d representing the intercept .
Eqs. (11) and (12) are applied to predict viscoelastic response at
67 �C for PPS. Fig. 9 shows the experimental data and prediction of
ate on thermal history 97 �C / 57 �C / 73 �C / 67 �C, model
parameters are listed in Table 1. The structural shift factor at
reference aging time on 67 �C adð67+C; te ¼ 72;000 sÞ is equal to
0.5673; similarly, the reference structural shift factor on reference
temperature adð73+C;72;000 sÞ ¼ 0:6300. Therefore, aT,d¼ 0.5673/
0.6300¼ 0.9005. As seen in Fig. 9, the model involving the
temperature shift factor results in excellent prediction, validated by
Fig. 9. Prediction of mechanical aging shift factor by KAHR-ate model for thermal
history: 97 �C / 57 �C (4 h) / 73 �C (6 h) / 67 �C. Reference curve is the isothermal
compliance response at 67 �C with aging time¼ 20 h.
our experiments on the specific thermal history with the final
temperature different, but not far away from 73 �C.

Nonisothermal effective time based on predicted aging shift
factors in Fig. 9 for this thermal treatment was calculated for the
long-term creep starting from 0.5 h after reaching the final
temperature (67 �C). The long-term creep data sets and prediction
by effective time theory are illustrated in Fig. 10 with the associated
Kohlrausch short-term fit parameters listed in the caption. The
resulting long-term predictions are compared with the material
responses found in two experiments using different samples. Due
to the data scatter among individual tests revealed in previous
section, the second data set in Fig. 10 was shifted vertically by the
amount of 4.5% prior to comparison to bring the short-term
behavior in line for both data sets.

These results demonstrate good agreement between non-
isothermal effective time theory and long-term creep response data
after multiple-step temperature histories. Note that the KAHR-ate

model plays a key role in modeling long-term viscoelastic proper-
ties, since it describes isothermal and nonisothermal aging shift
factors, which are the basis for the calculation of effective time.

Although the prediction on the thermal history 97 �C /

57 �C / 73 �C / 67 �C match the experimental findings quite
well, this should not be interpreted as meaning that the model
can provide reliable results to arbitrary thermal histories ending
at any temperature. The example shown in Fig. 10 indicates the
theory is applicable when the final temperature is not far from the
reference temperature at which the model parameters are iden-
tified; moreover, Eqs. (11) and (12) need to be examined in
a wider temperature range in future work to better understand
the limitations of this approach.

5. Conclusions

Several complex thermal histories have been applied to PPS
films. After these thermal treatments, long-term creep tests are
performed using a DMA to obtain the material response of due to
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physical aging. Effective time theory along with the KAHR-ate

model using parameters obtained in earlier studies were applied to
predict long-term creep response after multi-step temperature
jumps. The results show clearly that the nonisothermal effective
time theory successfully characterizes long-term mechanical
behavior during physical aging. As such, it is anticipated that this
approach can be used to successfully model the long-term physical
aging response of PMCs under nonisothermal service temperature
histories.
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Appendix A. Nonisothermal aging shift rate m* and effective
aging time teff

e approaches

As mentioned in the text, Bradshaw and Brinson considered
nonisothermal physical aging effects in terms of an ‘‘effective aging
time’’ denoted as teff

e [37]. In this approach, the isothermal shift rate
m is used to evaluate the effective time, with the shift factor at
a given moment in time determined using

ate ¼
 

t0
e

teff
e

!m

(A-1)

In this case, the effective aging time is expressed as a known
function in terms of real (experiment) time. In the current paper,
the aging shift rate m* has been defined to express the shift factor at
a given time te0þ t since the most recent temperature jump as:

ate ¼
 

t0
e

t0
e þ t

!m*

(A-2)

This assumes that the reference aging time is equal to the time
at which the load is first applied (i.e. teref ¼ t0

e ).
It is clear that a relationship between teff

e and m* exists. Setting
the shift factor Eqs. (A-1) and (A-2) equal and raising both sides to
the power 1/m leads to:

" 
t0
e

teff
e

!m#1=m

¼

2
4 t0

e

t0
e þ t

!m*
3
51=m

(A-3)

Simplifying, the effective aging time teff
e and the aging shift rate

m* are thus related as:
teff ¼ t0

 
t0
e þ t

!m*=m

(A-4)
e e t0
e
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